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Abstract—The advent of strong multilevel partitioners has made
top–down min-cut placers a favored choice for modern placer
implementations. Terminal propagation is an important step in
min-cut placers because it translates partitioning results into
global-placement wirelength assumptions. In this work, the repartitioning problem is carefully reexamined (Proc. ACM/IEEE Int.
Symp. Physical Design, p. 18, 1997) in the context of terminal
propagation and studied in an in-depth manner. Abstractly, it was
observed that in repartitioning, future cell locations are used for
present terminal propagations and that this can be conceptually
regarded as a form of placement feedback. This concept was
utilized to achieve accurate terminal propagation via feedback iteration and controller insertion to fine-tune the feedback response.
This yields substantial reductions in placement wirelength. Implementing our approach in Capo [version 8.7 (Proc. ACM/IEEE
Design Automation Conf., p. 477, 2000 and GSRC Bookshelf)] and
applying it to standard benchmark circuits yields up to 14%
wirelength reductions for the IBM benchmarks with an average
improvement of 5.5% and up to 10% reductions for the Peko
benchmarks with an average improvement of 5.37%. Experiments
also show consistent improvements for routed wirelength, yielding
up to 9% wirelength reductions and 5.8% average reduction with
acceptable increase in placement runtime. In practice, the method
proposed significantly improves routability without building congestion maps and also reduces the number of vias.
Index Terms—Min-cut partitioning, routing, terminal propagation, VLSI placement.

I. I NTRODUCTION

R

ECENT studies on placement optimality [7]–[9], indicate
that current placer-solution quality might not be close to
optimal. This apparent performance gap needs to be addressed.
Recently, top–down min-cut placers have become a favored
choice for modern placer implementations [5], [19], [22].
This choice is mainly motivated by the availability of strong
multilevel partitioners, as well as the excellent scalability and
runtime promise of the top–down paradigm. However, the
aforementioned studies demonstrate that a performance and
scaling gap exists for top–down min-cut placers—but not
for multilevel partitioners, which are the main engines for
top–down min-cut placers. This raises the question of how
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excellent partitioner performance may be “mistranslated” into
far-from-excellent placement performance.
To understand this question, one must examine the main
components—apart from multilevel partitioners—that determine a min-cut placement result. These components include:
1) top–down paradigm; 2) cut-sequence; and 3) terminal propagation. If we examine the first component, i.e., the top–down
paradigm, then an obvious question is whether a 2k -way partitioner gives far better results than executing a 2-way partitioner
for k levels. This has been answered in the negative by Karypis
and Kumar [14]. The second component, cut-sequences, have
enjoyed much recent attention [2], [5], [21]. Caldwell et al. [5]
suggest using block aspect ratio as the decisive factor in determining cut direction; this leads to flexible slicing-floorplan
structures rather the traditional horizontal–vertical alternation.
Block aspect ratio has also been explored via a dynamicprogramming-based approach [21] and fractional cut sequences
[2], which lead to further reductions in wirelength. The third
item, terminal propagation, has not enjoyed much investigation
yet is decisive, since it is responsible for translating the partitioner results into global-placement wirelength assumptions.
Few works address terminal propagation [5], [6], [11], [13],
[17], [19], and mostly follow the initial approach of Dunlop
and Kernighan [11]. Other approaches try to omit terminal
propagation altogether and opt for global or exact wirelength
objectives [13], [22], [23]. Accurate terminal propagation is the
subject of this work.
We define ambiguous terminal propagations as propagations
arising from terminals that lie equally proximate from two
subblocks of a block being partitioned, so that their destination
propagation is ambiguous. To reduce this ambiguity, we carefully reexamine the repartitioning problem [13] and show that
it is abstractly a form of placement feedback, where future cell
locations are used to determine present terminal-propagation
results. Since these terminal propagations produce new results
that change the output results, the feedback can be iterated
a number of times in order to attain stable and consistent
improvements. We propose and investigate variant “feedback
controllers” to fine-tune the placement response and optimize
wirelength. We summarize our contributions as follows.
1) We reexamine the repartitioning problem [13] (without overlapping) in the context of top–down recursivebisection placement and quantify its effect on the number
of ambiguous propagations.
2) We show that the problem is similar to feedback systems.
3) We propose to iterate the number of repartitions according to a number of different objectives, i.e., controllers.
4) We develop efficient implementations.
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Fig. 1. Snapshot of a min-cut placement. Solid horizontal lines represent
first-level cuts, and solid vertical lines represent second-level cuts. Dashed
horizontal lines represent third-level cuts, and dashed vertical lines represent
fourth-level cuts.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II,
we examine the top–down min-cut placement methodology and
its essential component of terminal propagation. In Section III,
we present our feedback methodology for accurate terminalpropagation control. Section IV gives experimental results on
various standard benchmarks. Finally, Section V summarizes
our work and presents directions for future work.
II. B ACKGROUND
In this section, we give a brief overview of top–down mincut placement as well as the necessary background for terminal
propagation.
A. Top–Down Min-Cut Placement
In min-cut placement, a placement region is a collection of
blocks. Each block corresponds to a fixed rectangle into which
nodes of a hypergraph should be placed. Initially, the chip’s
core region is comprised of one block. The min-cut placement
methodology proceeds by recursively partitioning each block
and its associated hypergraph, and assigning the partitioned
subhypergraphs to subblocks. All nodes (or cells) that are assigned to a subblock are considered, for wirelength-estimation
and terminal-propagation purposes, to be placed at the geometric center of the block. Partitioning usually alternates between
vertical and horizontal cuts, or as determined by the block aspect ratio [5], [18], [21]. The product of the partitioning process
is a slicing floorplan as shown in Fig. 1. The partitioning
process continues until a certain block threshold size, beyond
which end-case placers [4] are used to assign actual locations of
hypergraph nodes in their corresponding blocks. Given a set of
disjoint blocks whose union is the entire placement region, we
use the term placement-level partitioning to indicate the process
of partitioning each block exactly once. Hence, the whole mincut top–down placement methodology can be considered as the
progression of placement levels from a coarse top level down to
a fine bottom level.
B. Terminal Propagation
Terminal propagation [11] is the process through which
nodes external to a given block under partition are propagated

as fixed terminals (nodes) to that block. These terminals bias the
partitioner toward placing movable nodes close to their terminals, thus reducing placement wirelength. Given a block under
partition to two subblocks and a node externally connected to
this block, the subblock to which this node is propagated as a
terminal is typically determined by: 1) calculating the distances
between the node’s position and the centers of the two new subblocks; and 2) with some tolerance, propagating the node to the
closer center as a fixed terminal.
Consider some block B being partitioned into two subblocks
B1 and B2 , with the geometrical center of each block denoted
by c(B1 ) and c(B2 ). Given a net L with some set of cells Li in
B and some set of cells Le in other blocks, we can partition Le
into three sets.
1) L1e ⊆ Le is the set of cells that are geometrically closer
to c(B1 ) than c(B2 ). We measure the distance in
Manhattan norm.
2) L2e ⊆ Le is the set of cells that are geometrically closer to
c(B2 ) than c(B1 ).
3) L3e ⊆ Le is the set of cells that are equally proximate to
c(B2 ) and c(B1 ). This is computed with some tolerance,
i.e., we consider two distances equal as long as the difference between the two distances does not exceed a certain
threshold δfuzzy .
Given the previous definitions, terminal-propagation decisions can be summarized as follows.
1) Case (1): If L1e = ∅ and L2e = ∅, then a fixed cell of zero
weight is added to the center of B1 and connected to Li
via a hyperedge.
2) Case (2): If L1e = ∅ and L1e = ∅, then a fixed cell of zero
weight is added to the center of B2 and connected to Li
via a hyperedge.
3) Case (3): If L1e = ∅ and L2e = ∅, then no terminals are
propagated.
4) Case (4): If L1e = ∅, L2e = ∅, and L3e = ∅, then no terminals are propagated in this case [1], [11], or one fixed cell
is added to B1 , another fixed cell is added to B2 , and both
are connected to Li [5], [6]. We call this case ambiguous
terminal propagation.
The following example illustrates terminal-propagation
decisions.
Example 1: If a block B is under partition into subblocks
B1 and B2 as shown in Fig. 2, then any nodes in block C that
are connected to nodes in B will be propagated as fixed nodes to
B1 as shown. There is no ambiguity about this propagation, and
terminal propagations from any future bisections within block
C will continue to be propagated to block B1 . However, for
some nodes this cannot be decided accurately. For example,
all nodes in block A are equally proximate to both subblock
centers of block B. These nodes lead to ambiguous terminal
propagation. As indicated earlier, the traditional solution is to
propagate such nodes to both subblock centers [5], [6], or not to
propagate at all [1], [11]. The intuition behind these propagation
approaches is that it is better to make no decision rather than a
bad decision.
Ambiguous terminal propagations can lead to partitioning
results that do not capture the global objective of wirelength
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or minimize propagations of case (4) when making terminalpropagation decisions. While it may seem that the contribution
of these propagations is small in the overall top–down mincut placement approach, our analyses and results indicate that
these propagations can have a tremendous impact on the final
wirelength and quality of the min-cut placement. Also, though
it might seem possible that reordering block processing can
reduce the total amount of ambiguous terminal propagations,
our experimental results indicated otherwise. We will later
examine the issue of block ordering in Section III-E. We
now propose how to mitigate the effects of the ambiguousterminal-propagation problem using the concept of placement
feedback.
Fig. 2.

Example of terminal propagation.

minimization. If L3e = ∅, then the terminal-propagation decision becomes inaccurate: case (1) can likely be case (3),
case (2) can likely be case (3), and case (4) can be any of
cases (1), (2), or (3). In general, the proximity of a node
to a subblock center is calculated with some tolerance δfuzzy
(recently referred to as partition fuzziness in [1]). In Capo
[5], this partition fuzziness was originally set to 10%, then
later revised to 33% [1]. This latter tolerance matches the
value suggested by [11]. The increased fuzziness essentially
increases the number of ambiguous terminal propagations to
avoid making bad decisions.
To eliminate the dependence of the placement problem on
terminal propagation, Huang and Kahng [13] introduced exact objectives (e.g., minimum-spanning-tree models for net
routing) to drive the partitioning process. In particular, net
vectors are used as means to quantify the global contribution
of each cut and to eliminate the need for propagation. Huang
and Kahng [13] also introduced the cycling of the partitioning
process, by forming a sliding window that goes over the blocks
and repartitioning them, since the results of partitioning introduce new terminal locations, and hence, different minimumspanning-tree costs. The sliding window also overlaps in its
movement, allowing cells to migrate from their assigned blocks.
Also, Zhong and Dutt [23] and Yildiz and Madden [22] used
global half-perimeter wirelength objectives to drive the partitioner. Zhong and Dutt gave experimental results showing
improvements versus terminal-propagation-based approaches,
at the expense of increased runtime; Yildiz and Madden concluded that wirelength improvements using their approach are
modest.
A top–down placement flow using terminal propagation can
be conceptually represented as in Fig. 3(a). The input to the
placement is the set of nodes initially placed at the center of
the core-placement region. Each placement level is divided into
two steps: terminal propagation and block partitioning.
III. A CCURATE T ERMINAL P ROPAGATION
A. The Ambiguous Terminal-Propagation Problem
The purpose of this work is to mitigate the effects of ambiguous terminal propagations, i.e., we would like to eliminate

B. Placement Feedback
We define placement undoing as merging two subblocks
that were originally partitioned, so that they are one block
again. Placement undoing enables us to realize accurate terminal propagation. At each level of placement, all blocks are
partitioned. After such partitioning, we undo all the partitioned
blocks, but we keep the node locations as assigned by the
partitioning. That is, we decouple: 1) the placement of a node
for use in terminal propagation from 2) its block location.
We then use the new accurate node locations to redo block
partitioning and update the node locations as necessary, i.e., the
output of the placement level is taken back as its input. This
can be conceptually regarded as a feedback loop within each
placement level, as shown in Fig. 3(b). This feedback takes the
current result of a placement level and feeds it back to
the input while undoing the placement. Such flow resembles
the flow in [2, Fig. 1]. The following example provides an
illustration.
Example 2: If block B is under partition into two subblocks
B1 and B2 as shown in Fig. 2, then we partition block B,
propagating nodes in block A to both B1 and B2 (ambiguous
propagation). We then partition block A (into two subblocks
A1 and A2 ), as well as blocks C and D. Now that the whole
placement level is partitioned, we undo all block partitionings,
restoring the original structure. Despite our having undone the
partitioning, we keep the node locations as given by the partitioning results. We use these new locations as input to redo the
partitioning, where in this case, no ambiguous terminal propagation occurs. The final node locations are adjusted according
to the redone partitioning results.
We stress that feedback only alters the terminal-propagation
results of ambiguous propagations. For example, the propagation locations of nodes propagated from block C to B
will not change when we apply feedback. It is only ambiguous propagations from block A to B that benefit from such
feedback.
We empirically examine the relation between reductions
in ambiguous terminal propagations and wirelength reduction
as measured by half-perimeter wirelength (HPWL). We implement placement feedback in a well-established top–down
min-cut placer, Capo (Version 8.7 [5], [12]). Our changes
take 130 lines of code. We report two metrics: 1) the percentage reduction in ambiguous terms per placement level,
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Fig. 3. View of the placement process. (a) Traditional placement flow. (b) Proposed placement flow with feedback loops for accurate control of terminal
propagation.

Fig. 4. Relation between wirelength and ambiguous terminal reduction and placement level. (a) Actual values of ambiguous terms before and after feedback
for each placement level. (b) Percentage reduction in ambiguous terminals for each placement. (c) Percentage reduction in wirelength for each placement level.
(d) Cumulative percentage reduction in wirelength after each placement level.

i.e., we calculate the number of ambiguous terminals before
and after feedback; and 2) the percentage reduction of HPWL
per placement level, i.e., we calculate the percentage re-

duction in the HPWL estimate of each level (assuming, as is
standard, pin locations at block centers). For the ibm01 benchmark [12], we report the actual number of ambiguous terminal
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Feedback system with controllers.

propagations before and after feedback in Fig. 4(a), the percentage reduction in ambiguous terminals in Fig. 4(b), and the
percentage reduction in HPWL in Fig. 4(c). The two percentage
reductions in Fig. 4(b) and (c) are well correlated with each
other, lending support to our intuition. The total number of
ambiguous propagations across all placement levels drops from
82 947 terminals to 22 435 terminals, a reduction of around
73%. In another experiment, we quantify the contribution of
each level feedback loop to the final HPWL. To do this, given
a level i, we enable the feedback loops for all levels up to level
i and disable all the remaining m − i loops, where m is the
total number of placement levels, and calculate the final HPWL.
Our results are given in Fig. 4(d) for all levels of the ibm01
benchmark. These results are averages of six runs with different
random seeds. From this figure, we observe that except for the
very few last placement levels, reductions in HPWL increase almost linearly with each placement level. We next examine how
to fine-tune the placement feedback via the concept of feedback
controllers.

C. Iterative Controlled-Placement Feedback
Since the feedback loop produces new outputs, it is natural
to iterate over the feedback loop a number of times until
one attains the most accurate terminal propagation, and hence,
the best overall reduction in HPWL. The problem of feedback systems is that the output might not be predictable, i.e.,
the system can loop infinitely or, in the best case, converge
rapidly to the final stable output [10]. Typically, if the feedback
response is not desirable, then some feedback controller is
inserted to enhance the response, as shown in Fig. 5. We
propose a number of controllers that are suited to the placement
problem.
For our purposes, a feedback-controller function controls the
response of a placement level by measuring some quality Q at
the output of the placement level, and feeding back corrective
information to the input of the placement level so as to optimize the quality Q. The controller might also decide to stop
sending feedback information, i.e., terminate the looping, if it
no longer perceives improvement in the measured quality Q.
We propose and motivate two quality measures that can be
chosen as objectives during feedback.
1) HPWL quality QH : QH is the value of the HPWL estimate at a particular placement level. Since the general
placement objective is to minimize wirelength or HPWL,
a feedback controller might seek to optimize a placement
level based on the HPWL estimate.

Fig. 6. Discrepancy between the partitioning quality and the HPWL estimate.
Partitioning quality is equal to c1 + c2 , while HPWL estimate is equal to
c1 d1 + c2 d2 .

2) Partitioning quality QP : QP is the sum of all partition
cuts at a particular placement level. The motivation of
this objective is that during the early placement levels,
the HPWL estimate (based on block center locations) can
be very inaccurate; partitioning results might be more relevant since initial good partitions likely to end up in good
final HPWL results.
While it may intuitively seem that optimizing QP or QH
entails optimizing the other, this might not be the case. The following example illustrates the subtle difference between these
two qualities.
Example 3: In Fig. 6, we have two blocks under partition
as indicated by the dashed lines. These two blocks are the
outcome of an initial partitioning indicated by the horizontal
solid line. Assume that after the first partitioning, we obtain
cut values c1 and c2 as shown in the figure. If the distance
between the centers of the child blocks of the top and bottom
blocks are d1 and d2 , respectively, then, QP = c1 + c2 and
QH = c1 d1 + c2 d2 , assuming no connection between the upper
and lower blocks. After feedback, these cut values change to
c1 and c2 , and hence QP = c1 + c2 , while QH = c1 d1 + c2 d2 .
If c1 > c1 , but c2 < c2 , then the change in QH depends on
the values of d1 and d2 . For example, if c1 = 100, c2 = 100,
d1 = 6, and d2 = 8, then QP = 200 and QH = 1400, and after
feedback c1 = 85, c2 = 112, then QP = 197 and QH = 1406.
Thus, the partitioning quality improves but the HPWL estimate
does not improve. A feedback controller that optimizes QH will
definitely choose the first partitioning as the best feedback loop,
while a controller that optimizes QP will choose the second
partitioning as the feedback best loop.
In addition to the placement objective to be optimized, a
controller must decide when to stop iterating and feed results
from its placement level forward to the next placement level.
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TABLE I
ITERATIVE-FEEDBACK EXAMPLE. QH INDICATES THE PLACEMENT-LEVEL QUALITY AS MEASURED BY THE HPWL ESTIMATE.
QP INDICATES THE PLACEMENT-LEVEL QUALITY AS MEASURED BY THE SUM OF PARTITIONING RESULTS

We propose and empirically evaluate three kinds of controllers.
We assume that each feedback loop is executed for at most
k times.
1) Monotonic-improvement controller: In this scheme, the
controller fixes some quality to improve, either QP or
QH , and keeps on iterating over the feedback loop until
there is no further improvement in the quality measure,
i.e., the controller loops as long as QH or QP continues
to decrease. The controller stops iterating if an increase
in QP or QH is observed, and then passes the previous
partitioning results to the next placement level.
2) Best improvement controller: In this scheme, the controller fixes some quality to improve, either QP or QH ,
and allows k iterations over the feedback loop. After finishing k loops, the controller passes to the next placement
level the results of the best iteration seen (in terms of the
chosen quality measure). Notice that the controller does
not feed back its best results; it always feeds the current
output back to the input. The controller passes the best
results seen in k feedback iterations to the next placement
level.
3) Unconstrained controller: In this scheme, the controller
allows feedback to follow its natural course over the k
iterations and then passes the result of the last iteration to
the next placement level.
We illustrate the behavior of iterative feedback and the
operation of various controllers by the next example.
Example 4: We fix the number of allowable iterations to
k = 5, and observe a number of placement levels’ outputs
(as measured by QP and QH ) for the ibm02 benchmark. We
tabulate the results in Table I. The operation of the controllers
is illustrated by using the QP objective. Iteration 0 indicates
no feedback loop traversal, i.e., just the regular top–down
partitioning. At placement level 2, the monotonic-improvement
controller stops at iteration 2, passing the placement result of
QP = 3071; the best improvement controller stops after iteration 5 but passes the best placement result seen (QP = 2304);
and the unconstrained controller passes the last placement of
QP = 3128. At placement level 3, the monotonic-improvement
controller stops at iteration 4, passing the placement result
of QP = 2160; the best improvement controller stops after
iteration 5 and passes the best placement of QP = 2160; the
unconstrained controller stops after six feedback loops and
passes the placement with QP = 2166.

The last example shows the effect of iterative feedback and
controller behavior on individual levels. Further studies examine the final HPWL after all placement levels, i.e., we measure
the aggregate effect of all feedback loops and controllers on
the final HPWL of the placement. We study the impact of
both the allowable feedback iterations and the controller type
on the quality of the final placement as measured by HPWL.
Results for the same benchmark, ibm02, are plotted in Fig. 7.
We plot results of controllers based on the HPWL objective QH
in Fig. 7(a), and results of controllers based on the partitioning
objective QP in Fig. 7(b). Notice that results of the unconstrained controller are identical in Fig. 7(a) and (b). In Fig. 7,
the horizontal axis represents the number of feedback iterations;
iteration zero represents Capo’s results with no feedback. All
results represent an average of four seeds. From our experiments, we notice the following.
1) Controllers based on the partitioning objective QP perform considerably better than controllers based on the
HPWL objective QH . This supports the argument that
initial good partitioning results likely lead to final good
placements. The HPWL-based controllers are relatively
inaccurate at early placement levels and sensitive to the
relative distances between blocks. However, they yield
better results in the late placement levels. Consequently,
we have also tried hybrid approaches by using the QP
objective during the early placement levels and QH during the late placement levels, but the improvement in
quality of results was insignificant.
2) The unconstrained controller performs as well as the
QP best improvement controller since partitioning results
tend to improve as the number of feedback iterations
increase.
3) The monotonic improvement controller usually takes less
runtime since it can iterate for fewer than the k allowed
feedback iterations.
4) Overall, after a mere three iterations, the best improvement controller (or unconstrained controller) reduces Capo’s final HPWL by about 8%. We have found
that the controllers exhibit similar behavior on other
benchmarks.
To expand the study of the relationship between final HPWL
and number of iterations, we calculate the final HPWL for iterations up to 12, as an approximation to asymptotic analysis. We
plot for the ibm02 benchmark the average results of four seeds
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Fig. 7. Effect of controller choice on the final HPWL. (a) Effect of iterative feedback with various controllers using the QH objective on the final HPWL of
the ibm02 benchmark. The horizontal axis represents the number of allowable feedback iterations, while the vertical axis represents the final-placement HPWL.
(b) Effect of iterative feedback with various controllers using the QP objective on the final HPWL of the ibm02 benchmark. The horizontal axis represents the
number of allowable feedback iterations, while the vertical axis represents the final-placement HPWL.

Fig. 9. Block-ordering strategies. Circles represent blocks. Dashed lines
represent the cut orientation.

Fig. 8. Effect of iterative feedback using the unconstrained controller on
the final HPWL of the ibm02 benchmark. The horizontal axis represents the
number of allowable feedback iterations, while the vertical axis represents the
final-placement HPWL. The plot shows the average of results of four seeds. Up
to 12 iterations are reported as an approximation to asymptotic analysis.

in Fig. 8, smoothing the plot using cubic splines. From the plot,
the aggregate final response of the unconstrained controller,
as measured by the HPWL estimate, oscillates slightly around
a fixed value. We conclude that iterated controlled feedback
succeeds in eliminating the indeterminism associated with ambiguous terminal propagations, and transforms the individual
placement-level response into an overall stable mechanism that
affords 8%–9% HPWL improvement.
D. Accelerated Feedback
A drawback of placement feedback is the increased runtime.
We propose a simple idea to reduce the runtime. Typically for
each block partitioning, placers execute calls to the multilevel

partitioner a number of times and use the best reported results.
For instance, Capo calls MLPart [3] twice to construct two
cluster trees but only utilizes the best cluster-tree-partitioning
results. We notice that in iterated feedback, it is only the last
feedback loop that actually determines the partitioning results;
other loops determine accurate locations for ambiguous terminals. Hence, in order to speed up our feedback implementation,
we call MLPart once for each feedback loop while restoring
the default Capo settings for the last feedback iteration. As the
experimental results in Section IV demonstrate, this improves
runtime considerably.
E. Effect of Block Ordering
We also consider the effect of block ordering on the performance of placement feedback. Our results are inconclusive
since they show no improvement in response to a number of
various block-ordering strategies. We have tried the following
block-ordering strategies.
1) Normal traversal. Process the blocks in the natural order,
i.e., as they appear in the top–down tree hierarchy. For
example, in Fig. 9, the block ordering would be 1, 2, 3, 4.
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TABLE II
RESULTS FOR THE IBM INSTANCES (2% WHITESPACE) FOR SIX RANDOM SEEDS. MODE INDICATES WHETHER RESULTS ARE FOR ORIGINAL CAPO
(VERSION 8.7), CAPO WITH ACCELERATED (AFB) FEEDBACK, OR NORMAL (FB) FEEDBACK. FOR ALL INSTANCES, WE USE THE
UNCONSTRAINED FEEDBACK CONTROLLER WITH THREE FEEDBACK ITERATIONS. WE REPORT THE BEST AND
AVERAGE HPWL RESULTS OF SIX SEEDS. CPU(S) REPRESENTS THE TOTAL CPU TIME IN SECONDS
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TABLE III
RESULTS FOR THE PEKO INSTANCES FOR SIX RANDOM SEEDS. MODE INDICATES WHETHER RESULTS ARE FOR ORIGINAL CAPO (VERSION 8.7), CAPO
WITH ACCELERATED (AFB) FEEDBACK, OR NORMAL (FB) FEEDBACK. FOR ALL INSTANCES, WE USE THE UNCONSTRAINED FEEDBACK
CONTROLLER WITH THREE FEEDBACK ITERATIONS. WE REPORT THE BEST AND AVERAGE HPWL RESULTS OF
SIX SEEDS. CPU(S) REPRESENTS THE TOTAL CPU TIME IN SECONDS

2) Random traversal. Process the placement blocks in a
random order. One random ordering in Fig. 9 is 1, 4,
3, 2. The intuition behind this approach is to break any
adversarial-order dependence to which a fixed ordering
might be susceptible.
3) Alternating traversal. Process the ordering normally in
one feedback iteration, and then reverse the direction
of processing in the next iteration—hence the name,
alternate processing. For example, in Fig. 9, one feedback
iteration would process the blocks in the order 1, 2, 3,
4, while the next iteration would process the blocks in
the reverse order, 4, 3, 2, 1. The intuition behind this
approach is to consider all mutual dependencies, i.e., if
some block j partitioning results depend on some block
i partitioning results, then this dependence will be taken
into account in one of the traversal directions.
We have implemented these ordering strategies, but we obtained no better results than those attained by normal traversal.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
Our heuristic is easy to implement and only linearly increases
runtime by the number of feedback iterations executed. While
there are a number of academic top–down min-cut placers such
as Capo [5], Dragon [19], and FengShui [22], we choose to
implement our technique in Capo due to its code availability,
excellent scalability, fast runtimes, and modular code design.
We implement our technique in the latest official release of

Capo, version 8.7 (as of November 4, 2003).1 Our implementation requires 130 lines of C++ code. We report experimental
results on four benchmark sets: IBM Version 1 (2% whitespace)
[12], Peko [7] (Suite 1), and IBM Version 2 [20] (easy and hard
instances). We run our experiments on a 2.4-GHz Xeon Linux
workstation with 2-GB memory.
In the first series of experiments, we evaluate our technique
on the IBM Version 1 benchmarks [12] (2% whitespace) and
give the results in Table II. We report results of original Capo
as indicated by Mode Capo, Capo with accelerated placement
feedback as indicated by Mode AFB, and normal feedback as
indicated by Mode FB. For all experiments, k = 3 iterations of
unconstrained feedback are used. All runtimes are reported in
seconds as indicated by the label CPU (s). We give the best
and average of six runs each with a different random seed,
and report the percentage improvement in HPWL for both the
best and average results.2 We also report the results of Dragon
(version 3.01) [19] and FengShui (version 2.6) [22]. Since there
is no direct mechanism to control the random seed of those
placers, we report the placement results of only one run. From
the table, the average improvements for accelerated feedback
and normal feedback are 4.70% and 5.43%, respectively. We

1 We found a bug that had disabled overlap removal; Capo’s authors pointed
out how to enable legalization and fix this problem with a trivial amount of
coding [16]. We have verified that all of our placement results are legal.
2 We have enabled rowIroning in both regular and feedback flows. RowIroning is a detailed placer within Capo that optimally replaces windows of seven
to eight cells.
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TABLE IV
RESULTS FOR THE IBM VERSION 2 INSTANCES (EASY AND HARD). MODE INDICATES WHETHER THE RESULTS REPRESENTS ORIGINAL CAPO’S
RESULTS OR CAPO WITH ACCELERATED FEEDBACK (AFB). CPU(S) REPRESENTS THE TOTAL CPU TIME IN SECONDS. FOR ROUTABILITY
RESULTS, WE REPORT ROUTING CPU TIME IN SECONDS, NUMBER OF ROUTING VIOLATIONS, VIAS , AND ROUTED WIRELENGTH (WL).
IMPR INDICATES THE IMPROVEMENT PERCENTAGE IN WIRELENGTH FOR FEEDBACK OVER CAPO. ALL PLACEMENTS
WERE ROUTED USING THE LINUX VERSION OF CADENCE’S WARPROUTE 2.4

also observe that HPWL improvements peak at nearly 14% for
ibm05. Comparing runtimes, we find that accelerated feedback
increases runtime to 2.02x Capo, and that feedback increases
runtime to 3.13x Capo. We conclude that accelerated feedback
significantly improves runtime with a small impact on solution
quality as measured by HPWL.
In the second series of experiments, we evaluate our technique on the Peko benchmarks [7] and give the results in
Table III. The column descriptions are identical to those of
Table II. We notice that original Capo results as reported by
[7] are different from the ones we report due to the release of a
new version of Capo (version Capo 8.7 [1] rather than the old
version 8.0 used by [7]). We can see that our technique success-

fully obtains a further reduction in wirelength by up to 10%,
with an average improvement of 5.37%, versus the latest Capo
results.
Our third series of experiments evaluates the impact of our
heuristic on both routability and final routed wirelength of the
IBM version 2 [20] benchmarks by using Cadence’s WRoute
Version 2.4. We report the experimental results in Tables IV
and V for both IBM version 2 easy and hard instances. We
also report the results of both Dragon and Cadence’s QPlace3
for the sake of comparison. Placements of other tools, e.g.,

3 Only QPlace placement runtimes are reported on a Solaris Ultra 10 machine.
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TABLE V
RESULTS FOR THE IBM VERSION 2 INSTANCES (EASY AND HARD). MODE INDICATES WHETHER THE RESULTS REPRESENTS ORIGINAL CAPO’S RESULTS
OR C APO W ITH A CCELERATED F EEDBACK (AFB). CPU( S ) R EPRESENTS THE T OTAL CPU T IME IN S ECONDS . F OR R OUTABILITY R ESULTS ,
WE REPORT ROUTING CPU TIME IN SECONDS, NUMBER OF ROUTING VIOLATIONS, VIAS , AND ROUTED WIRELENGTH (WL).
IMPR INDICATES THE IMPROVEMENT PERCENTAGE IN WIRELENGTH FOR FEEDBACK OVER CAPO. ALL PLACEMENTS
WERE ROUTED USING THE LINUX VERSION OF CADENCE’S WARPROUTE 2.4

FengShui [22], have been rendered routable by using a
postplacement-whitespace-distribution algorithm [15]; we refer
the interested reader to [15] for their wirelength results. From
the tables, our proposed heuristic improves the routability as
measured by the number of violations for all instances. For
example, WRoute smoothly routes the feedback placement of
the ibm01 easy instance with zero violations. The routability
of ibm07 and ibm08 is also dramatically enhanced. These improvements in routability are likely due to the total reductions
in wirelength. We also observe that the routing of the feedback placements takes much less time than Capo’s placements.
Total placement and routing runtime for Capo is 50 864 s,
but this drops to 28 901 s with feedback. Hence, the savings

in routing time offset any runtime increase in placement due
to feedback. For comparison, the total runtime for Dragon is
47 316 s and 14 576 s for QPlace. As for wirelength, we can
see that improvements reach up to 9% for ibm07h. The average
improvement for routed wirelength of all benchmarks is 5.81%
with the best results for the ibm01e and ibm07h testcases. These
reductions in wirelength improve total congestion and power
consumption. Comparing the number of vias, we find that feedback produces the least number of vias in most cases. The total
number of vias for Capo is 3416 × 103 , and 3362 × 103 vias
with feedback (3371 × 103 vias for Dragon and 3470 × 103 for
QPlace). These reductions in the number of vias, albeit slightly,
may improve both manufacturing yield and total delay.
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V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the problem of ambiguous terminal propagations that introduces indeterminism in the placer
performance. We have carefully reexamined the repartitioning
problem [13] to diminish this indeterminism. We abstractly
identified repartitioning as a form of placement feedback. In
feedback, future node locations control present terminal propagation. This is realized by undoing a placement level after its
partitioning, and feeding back the resultant node locations to the
same placement level as input for partitioning. This feedback
scheme is iterated, where a number of variant controllers to
fine-tune the feedback response are proposed and compared.
Implementing our approach in Capo and applying it to standard
benchmarks yields up to 14% HPWL reductions (average 5.5%)
for the IBM general benchmarks (Version 1), up to 10% HPWL
reductions (average 5.37%) for the Peko (Suite 1) benchmarks,
and up to 9% routed wirelength reductions (average 5.8%) for
the IBM (Version 2) benchmarks. In addition, due to the reduction in wirelength, the proposed approach improves routability,
the routing runtime, and the number of vias. Our future work
will focus on further runtime improvements.
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